
2020 La Garagista Vinu Jancu Reserve 
Going to start with a funny but kinda random 
anecdote from a blowout party we hosted a few 
years ago. We had run out of glasses and in 
desperation switched to some stemless plastic 
glasses. One customer was entirely flabbergasted 
and upon telling Alex she had never been served 
wine in plastic, he cooly replied, “Well, try 
something new everyday.” She left us 1-star reviews 
on 3 different platforms. We all had a good laugh.  
 Anyway, when I sat down to write about 
this wine I just couldn’t get Alex out of my head. He 
has since moved to Vermont, but while at Ordinaire, 
he was constantly pushing us to carry more wines 
from Deirdre, convinced that her farm in Vermont was worthy of the same attention that 
we gave to some of his other favorite wineries, like Bruno Schueller or Massa Vecchia. 
We’ve had them on the shelf periodically, but the minuscule size of the project means 
that we rarely have a lot to offer. That's even more true of the Vinu Jancu, an orange wine 
made from 100% La Crescent, a hybrid variety that Deirdre single-handedly brought to 
the world’s attention. She farms the vines by hand, and in the best years makes this still 
wine, macerated and aged in a single clay anfora. It exudes peach blossom and almond 
and a mountain freshness that is all its own. Drink it in a wine glass and pair with 
something new ;) 

2021 Les Maisons Brûlées "R2LO" 
Located in the Cher Valley, Les 
Maisons Brûlées is currently in the 
hands of Paul and Corrine Gillet. But 
while they’ve been in charge since 
around 2015, the estate itself has a 
long history as one of the central 
domaines of natural wine, where 
M i c h e l a n d B e a t r i c e A u g é 
pioneered organic viticulture in the 
region and became legendary for 
host ing abundant ly generous 
dinners for anyone and everyone. Paul and Corrine love carrying on these traditions, 
while also branching out and making wines that fit a slightly more modern profile—
lightly extracted, highly floral and easy to drink. But R2LO always reminds me of the 
old times. A blend of Gamay, Pinot Noir, and Pineau d’Aunis, the wine has a brooding 
character offset by an intense, peppery freshness. I first had this wine in 2008, before 
I even knew what natural wine was. I drank two glasses with a pork chop covered in 
mustard sauce with a side of mashed potatoes. What a joy to relive that moment 14 
years later. 

2022 Luyt  Pipeno  Blanco 
Portezuelo 
The photo to the right is our 
good buddy Keven meditating 
in the vineyard where this wine 
was made. To his left is Louis 
Antoine Luyt , the French 
winemaker who moved to Chile 
in the early oughts and started  
making natural wines from 
centenarian vines. A lot has 
changed since then. Keven still 
likes to sit in fields with a silly 
smile on his face, but Luyt has since returned to his native France to raise his family. But he 
continues to strengthen the bonds he made with an array of Chilean farmers, who have 
strengthened their autonomy and now produce and bottle their own wines under the 
Pipeño label that Luyt originally created. Blanco Portezuelo is made from 100-200 year old 
vines growing in the Itata region of central Chile. It’s a blend of Chasselas, Muscat and 
other white grapes, all co-fermented and macerated until dry. Michelle enjoyed the 
peachy butterscotch aromatics and Diana thought it had a fancy candle vibe. It’s orange, 
but drinks with great freshness. Chill it down well and pair with a burrito or maybe some 
Keema Samosa from Vik’s.  
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2021  Julien Peyras "Gourmandise" 
We all love Julien Peyras’ wines here at Ordinaire. 
Whether it’s the zingy but unctuous white, his unusually 
dark and full-flavored rosé or his unbridled, deep and 
spicy reds, they are all full of authentic personality. 
Perhaps this is the result of coming from a long line of 
grape farmers, with access to ridiculously old vines  on 
some pristine limestone in the Languedoc. Gourmadise 
is all Cinsault, from which Peyras lightly extracts a 
delicately perfumed and super fresh wine—light in color 
but full of flavor. It reminded (young) Daniel of a 
summer’s day at Dacha, drinking gooseberry compote 
with his buds. It reminded me of eating just-ripe 
strawberries, stems and all. Daniel (Senior) insists that it 
tastes like cherry peel, with a delicate mushroom finish. 
Tasting wines likes this with friends is super fun, because 
the downright deliciousness tends to draw out bizarre flavor associations connected to 
deeply personal anecdotes. For me, it just harkened back to the time when the likes of 
Pfifferling and Prüfer first began producing such vibrant, drinkable wines from the 
scorching southern climes. Give it a little chill, drink with buddies, and indulge your 
creativity.   
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La Crescent vines at La Garagista in Vermont. 
Vineyards don’t normally look like this.


